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The music gets faster, the lights get brighter, the image is
broadcast from every angle. The spectacle demands
attention. It solicits, seduces, implores our gaze and yet by
its very nature, its overwhelming force becomes an obstacle
to our comprehension.
Spectacle was once of the stage, an act in isolation. It existed
in society in rare and profound moments often short lived
and fast forgotten, limited by a crude means to disseminate
news and information. Technology has brought such
change, altering our relationships with each other and the
world itself, providing new mediums in communication,
distribution, observation, as well as in art. The world has
become a spectacular stage and the player is the spectator,
drawn into it, ever becoming part of this process.
In a time of ultimate access, only that which stands out will
be noticed. In the hierarchy of information, competition is
fierce. That which stands out will be louder and brighter and
bigger, wrapped in the allure of grandeur, splendor and
infamy. Its essence however, hidden behind the façade
required for its consideration, remains obscured. Thus the
volume, the dominance of information has in many ways
led us away from the event while convincing us of its
proximity. Herein looms the obstacle.

wonder and provoke a reaction in the audience that is hard
to resist.
We see in the room a shimmering wall of golden colour as
vultures descend upon a deserted banquet. Discarded
technology is resurrected and combined to warrant
interaction while a giant perspex wall stands grand and
sombre. Now a bomb waits calmly to explode as our panic
for the universe is quietly reflected.
Throughout, there is a visual allure born of interactivity. To
stand before these things is to be drawn into them. From the
bombs and bells and bright lights these artists manage to
create a mixture of beauty and menace, held in place by an
interactive element that appeals to the natural inquisitiveness of the audience.
There is also an inherent optimism in their attempts to
overcome the loss of meaning of the image that is reduced
by repetition and reproduction, by familiarity. They invoke
spectacle to produce delight and contemplation, by
redefining the use of objects and medium. In this way, they
attempt to peer around the obstacle, to find the joy anew
from the clutter of daily life and to bring it in turn to the
audience.

Observation is an active process. Passivity is dead. As we
turn the page, turn our gaze, press the button, there is a
response. Like the student or scientist, the spectator is
constantly observing, selecting, comparing and interpreting. Each experience is a measure of comparison. This is
also the role of the artist in relation to his medium and
audience. What is seen is internalised and pushed back into
the world as new works. The audience as spectator
continues the cycle. As society evolves, as we draw into our
lives our inventions and the things we have created, art must
similarly evolve as a representative form. Thus the
prevalence of spectacle in our world begins to flourish in art.

There is no denying that we live in a spectacular society. We
live in a time of constant access. Everything is available all
the time and for all its merits, a process of desensitisation is
in full swing. On the page we see only the headlines. On the
walls colour and size are what matter. The screen finds us at
every turn. It is the job of our artists, as well as ours to find a
way to navigate the obstacles that our mode of existence has
laid before us.

The artworks in Spectacle/Obstacle were chosen not only for
their visual accomplishment but also for their inventiveness
and the ability for enquiry in each artist. These artists
interrogate the world, holding up spectacle to harness its

“spectators who are active interpreters, who render their own
translation, who appropriate the story for themselves, and who
ultimately make their own story out of it. An emancipated
community is in fact a community of storytellers and translators."

Philosopher Jacques Rancière articulates precisely this
necessity in his essay 'The Emancipated Spectator' (Artforum,
2007) when he calls for
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Nicolas Bourriaud’s writings on 'Relational Aesthetics' and
'the encounter' come to mind when discussing the work of
Rebecca Baumann and the spectacle. The notion of ‘the
materialism of an encounter’ describes experience as a
singular event whereby no prior language or dialogue can
influence your reading of an event and that it can only be
read in its current social context. Baumann’s work Untitled
Cascade marks the entry point into this exhibition. Upon
entering the gallery, the viewer is confronted by a large
glowing gold curtain; rousing, shiny strips of gold slowly
fanning towards the viewer, an invitation to sway, flowing
from side to side. The work has instant visual impact;
notions of celebration, joy and perpetual happiness stand
boldly before you. Like many of Baumann’s works, she
directly or indirectly invites the audience to interact. The
material nature of the work becomes more than a brief
moment of entertainment; her shiny and enticing materials
seduce the viewer to participate. The obstacle of navigating
yourself past this large kinetic sculpture immediately
denotes the role of the audience. This characteristic echoes
throughout the exhibition.
What soon becomes apparent throughout Spectacle/
Obstacle is that by nature the viewer’s participation is
integral to both the intention and presentation of the works.
These works require human participation whereby the
spectacle of the event is of equal importance to the objects
themselves. In Pia van Gelder’s electronic installation Video
Bell - Rimington Scales, the participant must physically
interact with the work by picking up the bells and moving
them/rattling them/giving them motion to enable the
visual component of the work to appear. Van Gelder is an
inventor; she transforms objects and materials and
combines them with electricity to create the spectacle of an
orchestra of technology. Like most of van Gelder’s
inventions, Video Bell - Rimington Scales draws the attention
back to the individual; the spectator becomes the trigger for
the spectacle to occur.
In 2009, Justin Balmain encountered a conversation
occurring on a social networking site responding to the
death from an apparent drug overdose of New York

celebrity, DJ AM. The overt sense of social mourning and
the immediacy of this uncensored forum to post comments
of grief, abuse and opinion ignited Balmain’s pre-existing
curiosity into the role and affect of social networks. Posts
including: ‘Being a pussy, crying about DJ AM…F*#k’ set
the framework for the conversation and darker undertones
in this installation.
This incarnation is a re-staging of the work DJ AM. In the
original installation, Balmain created an environment of
visual destruction; the chaos of the aftermath of an event
being the spectacle. This work held a definite beauty with its
bright lights and colour, but also embodied contradiction.
Inspired by the death of DJ AM, the dark underpinnings of
the work were clear; the cult of celebrity blown apart
through the destruction of the object leaving everything
around in disarray and disharmony.
Balmain has chosen to reinterpret those ideas in by building
a more formal structure, though still including symbols of
the club music sub-culture via the use of UV lighting,
scaffolding and shiny black Perspex. In its new form the
work towers above the viewer, bisecting the gallery space
and creating an obvious obstacle. From the moment the
viewer approaches the work they are instantly transported
into a re-imagining of this sub-culture and are confronted
by their own image in the reflective black surface, in a sense
perhaps creating a new network and conversation.
Michaela Gleave attempts to create a sensory spectacle in
order to invoke a child-like sense of delight in the viewer. In
Gleave’s past works she has employed tricks of perception
in order to turn unattainable experience into reality. For this
exhibition, she has chosen to work with materials offering a
sense of impending eruption and opportunity. It is the
suggestive nature of these materials that offer a paradox.
Her still life photo of bundled fireworks taped together in
need of a match sits quietly and formally like a bowl of fruit
next to a text based wall installation of sparklers spelling out
notions of optimism. As with Baumann, within the
playfulness and authenticity of these works, Gleave
recognises the inherent relationship between the materials

she uses and what these material represent. The sparklers
are not yet lit but the possibility is palpable, reinforcing the
paradox and optimistic nature of the work. Whilst standing
in front of Baumann’s Untitled Cascade the viewer may be
uncertain whether a performance is about to begin; is a
showgirl about to appear from behind the curtain? Or is the
viewer about to take the stage?
Watching Greta Alfaro’s video, In Ictu Oculi, the viewer is
given certain clues that a ritual of some kind is about to take
place. Somewhere in the countryside a table is set; the
platters are full, the wine glasses are filled yet there are no
guests to be seen. As the table awaits its diners, dark

shadows suddenly appear from above and the event begins.
It soon becomes apparent that there will be no human
guests at this event but rather a huge gathering of vultures to
devour and demolish this feast, ‘in the blink of an eye’.
Clearly the creatures are unaware of the artist’s staged ritual;
her camera is concealed and she is not present at the feast.
Alfaro’s inquiries into our public and private lives come to
the foreground; as do notions of chaos and liability. There is
something dark yet humorous about this spectacular feast.
You cannot help but wonder if the artist is suggesting this is
how humans would behave if they knew no one was
watching.
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